The following discussion defines a class of open simply connected Riemann surfaces, determines the type of a surface from this class, and obtains the forms and some properties of the uniformizing function and its derivative.
Also, a proof is given to show that every mapping function of the form obtained defines a surface of this class.
Definition of the class of surfaces. Let {an}r»i and {62"_i}"=1 be two sequences such that for »>0, an>0 and a2n-i<btn-iFor each sheet a copy of the w-sphere, let a surface F of this class consist of sheets Si, St, • • • , S", ■ ■ ■ over the w-sphere where (a) Si is slit along the real axis from ai to 61; for w^l, .S2n is slit along the real axis from -a2n to -» and from a2«-i to 62"-i; for »^1, S2n+i is slit along the real axis from -a2n to -00 and from a2n+i to b2n+i.
(b) Sn is joined to 5n+i by connecting the slits which have one endpoint at ( -l)n+1a" to form first order branch points at the endpoints of the slits.
The uniformizing function. F is simply connected and open. Hence by the General Uniformization Theorem there exists a unique function z=4>(w) which maps F 1-1 and conformally onto {\z\ <Rfk °° } where for w=f(z) =<p~l(z), f(0)=OESi and f'(0) = 1. at and -B2i-i will denote the zeros oif'(z) corresponding to branch points over ( -l)*+1a,-and 62,_i, respectively. /(71) = °° ESi, and /(72») = 00, a first order branch point over » in the sheets S2i and S2i+i.f(8i)=0ESi,i = l,2,
By methods similar to those given in [4] it can be shown that/(z)
is real for z real, and for k^l, -j32*+1< -72*< -/?i< -7i<0<ai <82k<a2k. The image of Si is a simply connected region which contains the origin, is bounded by a simple closed curve &, and is symmetric about the real axis. For k^2, the image of Sk is an annular region which is symmetric about the real axis and is bounded by two simple, nonintersecting closed curves C^-i and Ck. For k odd, Ck intersects the real axis at -/3* and ak. For k even, Ck intersects the real axis at -yk and a*. Lemma 1. If Fn is the surface formed by the first 2n+2 sheets of F with the slit from -a2n+i to -<x> deleted, then there exists a rational function which maps the z-plane onto Fn.
Proof. Fn is a simply connected closed surface with branch points over ai and bi, i= 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , 2m + 1, and with n branch points over °o. Fn has 2n + 2 points over the origin and two points over =o which are not branch points. Then Fn is the Riemann surface of the inverse of a unique rational function w = Rn(z) such that Rn(0)=0ESi, R,[(0) = 1, and Rn(cc)= ccES2n+2. -7i,n and oo will denote the values of z where Rn(z) has its simple poles and -y2,n, -74,n, • • • , -y2n,n will be the values of z for double poles. If 0, 52,", ■ • • , 52n+2,n are the zeros of Rn(z) while «<," and -j3,-,", i=l, 2, • • • , 2n + l, are the zeros of R" (z), then
where 5*M= 1 -z/h2k,n, b*t+h"= 1 -z/S2k+i,n, 7**,» = 1 -z/y2k,n, a*,"=l -z/ak,n, and /3*t+1,B= 1 -z/p2k+i,n.
Lemma 2. For k = l, 2, • • • , 2n + l, ak,n>kai.
Lemma 3. F is parabolic.
Lemma 4. As w->«>, Rn(z)-*f(z) uniformly on any compact subset of the plane.
Lemma 5. For all k^l, at,"->«*, fi2k-i.n->P2k-i, y2k,n~^y2k, and ok,n->ok, as n^><x>.
Proof. These lemmas are proved in essentially the same way as similar results are obtained in [4] .
Lemma 6. lim supy^ 22i-i l/dk,n< °° and 22t~2 l/&< °° for the following cases: dk,n = ak,n with j = 2n + l; dk,n=P2k+i,n with j = n; dk,n=y2k,n with j = n; d*," = S*,» with j = 2n + 2; dk = ak; dk = p2k+i; Since the distance from the origin to Cn+i-> °° as n-♦» , then there exists a sequence of positive numbers {r"} such that rn-»°° as w->°°a nd such that for z on C"+i, \z\ >r". Let Zi.tj+i and Z2,2;+i be points of C2y+i such that arg Zi,2,+] =ir/6 and arg z2,2y+i =x/3. Let Zi,2j-and z2,2j be points of C2y such that arg Zi,2y = 5ir/6 and arg z2|2y = 2ir/3. Proof. The truth of (a) is obvious. By applying Rolle's Theorem to Rn(x) for x real, a zero «*," of i?"' (2) is determined between each pair of zeros of Rn(z), and a zero /3*," of Rn (z) is determined between each pair of 7's. These critical points together with the 7's account for the exact total branch order of 2ra -2 for Rn(z). Then through each of the a's, P's, and 7's passes a curve, in addition to the real axis, on which Rn(z) is real. Because Rn(z) = Rn(z), these curves are symmetric about the real axis, and because =° is not a critical point the curves are simple, closed, nonintersecting ones, each of which intersects the real axis at two points. Furthermore, because of the nonintersecting property and because of the behavior of Rn(z), no curve can intersect two a's, and thus a curve Ci," intersects the real axis in ai," and -Pi,n, curves C2*,n intersect the real axis in a2*," and -72*, and curves C2jb+i," intersect the real axis in a2*+i,n and -p2k+i,n. Lemma 14. The points of C*," tend to the points of a curve Ck as ra-> 00, where Ck intersects the real axis twice and does not pass through°°.
Proof. By Hurwitz's theorem, «*,"->«* and pk,n-^Pk as ra->oo. Hence C* intersects the real axis at a* and -j8* or -7*. Suppose there exists a curve C* which has z = °° as one of its points, and let Cm be the curve with minimum subscript such that Cm has 2=00 as one of its points. As z->°o from am along the upper half of Cm, f(z)->«> because otherwise the upper parts of Cm and Cm+i and the segment (am, am+i) bound a region on whose boundary f(z) steadily increases or decreases from f(am) back to this value, which is impossible. As 2-► 00 from its intersection with the negative real axis along the upper part of Cm,f(z)-* », because if /(z)->& < °o, a contradiction arises (see p. 67, [3] ). If Ck is the curve with minimum even subscript such that Ck-i has z = » as one of its points, then the behavior of f(z) on the boundary of the region in the upper half of the plane and bounded by G*_i, Ck, and the segment (-7*, -fik-i) is impossible. Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Darboux's theorem.
Lemma 16. // 5<0 and X" is an integer such that X"/ -h>b", then Rn(z) = [(I + 8z/X"H[z/(l + z/yi)} \ "ft (o*tk)(o*2k+i)/(y*2k)2~\, for n>2 and n an odd integer, is a rational function with properties similar to those of Lemmas 13 through 15.
Proof.
The proofs are immediate, except for the property of Lemma 14 possibly. In this case the proof on page 67 of [4] can be used.
